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a simple description of what magnets are and how they work a
simple description of what magnets are and how they work for use
in schools and libraries only describes the properties of magnets
shows how opposite poles attract and looks at the way we use
magnets in everyday life a series of twenty non fiction science
readers which engages children in the world around them what is
magnetism what is a magnetic field what are a magnet s poles you
can find the answers to these and other questions about magnets
in why do magnets attract what happens if you put two magnets
together what objects are attracted to a magnet how strong is a
magnet and how do we use magnets in our everyday lives using
items that kids can easily find around their homes young students
will get the chance to transform into scientists and carry out
step by step experiments to answer these intriguing questions
along the way children will pick up important scientific skills as
they investigate magnets make and record observations and draw
conclusions magnets includes at least seven experiments with
detailed age appropriate instructions great facts and background
information a conclusions section to pull all the concepts
investigated in the book together and a glossary of science words
colorful dynamic designs and images truly put the fun into fun
damental experiments a colorful magnet holds a drawing to a
fridge paperclips stick to a magnet magnetic forces are at work all
around you but what exactly is a magnet and how do magnets
work what is animal magnetism how does a compass work why do
motors need magnets investigate the attractive world of physical
science find out for yourself about magnetism through experiments
that you can do at home did you know that the magnetic north
pole is in a different place than the geographic north pole
magnetism will show you the importance of investigating and
understanding the physical world around you magnets can make
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objects move do you know why magnets are attracted to some
things and not others learn about magnets and electricity see
science at work in the real world and use what you learn to
solve a puzzle on how best to fix a toy car includes a note to
caregivers a glossary a discover activity and career connections
as well as connections to science history from an early age
children are often fascinated by magnets on their refrigerator or in
toys they play with however do they know how those magnets
actually work they will after reading this volume readers expand
their knowledge of magnets as they learn how magnets work and
what magnets can be used for in everyday life the accessible and
age appropriate main text is presented alongside extra features
such as detailed sidebars informative fact boxes a comprehensive
glossary and bold full color photographs these elements work
together to create an exciting reading and learning experience wow
why did that happen can we do more these are the kinds of comments
teachers hear when they use exciting adventures to introduce their
students to the magic of science all the activities are based on
sound scientific principles that help youngsters develop scientific
awareness and appreciation complete lessons and objectives are
included in each book with introductory panels that encourage
children to ask questions and make predictions this series explores
key science topics this title asks what does a magnet do simple
text and full color photographs provide a brief introduction to
magnetism recounts the history of the use of magnets describes
what they can do and provides suggestions for experiments using
them this lively book is packed with exciting scientific activities
designed to help young children explore the intriguing properties of
magnetism using illustrations the book shows what kind of items a
magnet can do why are cows given magnets to swallow how does
a compass work where can you see the aurora borealis the do it
yourself series offers an exciting new approach to understanding
and investigation each book helps you to conduct your own
experiments and activities and to learn more about the world
around us whether you know it or not there are magnets hidden
everywhere in hairdryers in telephones in compasses learn about
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magnets will tell you how magnets make engines work how they
help you find your way and even how magnets can be switched on
and off you can also discover how to make your own magnet out
of a paper clip or a nail and how to turn a bowl of water and
needle into a compass learn about is a series for young readers
who want to explore the exciting world of science each book
covers a different topic bringing the subject to life with vibrant
photographs drawings and diagrams which make it fun to learn
scientific principles there are also hands on projects using everyday
objects and equipment so that young scientists can enjoy finding
out the fantastic facts for themselves explore the fascinating
field of magnetism with this interactive picture book for young
learners magnetism is all around us even the earth is a giant
magnet a world without magnets would be a world without cell
phones computers and more trusted children s nonfiction author
david a adler covers the basics of magnetism including compasses
for aspiring scientists hands on experiments are smartly woven
into the narrative want to test out the strength of a magnet all
you need is a bowl of water and some paper clips anna raff s lively
art illustrates scientific concepts clearly with the added fun of
two siblings and their dog exploring and learning together back
matter includes a glossary that defines such terms as attraction
pole electromagnetism force and more suggested activities on how
to make your own magnet are also included finalist for the aaas
subaru sb f prize for excellence in science books audisee ebooks with
audio combine professional narration and text highlighting for an
engaging read aloud experience you know that magnets hold
pictures on a refrigerator but have you ever found a magnet s
north pole or turned an ordinary paper clip into a magnet now you
can explore magnetism with the fun experiments you ll find in this
book as part of the searchlight bookstm collection this series
sheds light on a key science question how does energy work hands
on experiments interesting photos and useful diagrams will help
you find the answer read and experiment is an engaging series that
uses fun experiments to introduce children to analytical thinking
scientific concepts and experimental procedures through fun
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carefully designed experiments it encourages children to get hands
on with science asking questions and seeking their own answers by
following the illustrated step by step instructions the title gets
them familiar with the science of magnets make science simple this
book features easy and fun science experiments with magnets using
household items young readers can assemble experiments at home
from a cool water compass to magic floating magnets no
laboratory needed each activity includes easy instructions with
how to photos and short science explanations use fun to
introduce math and science to kids super simple says it all aligned
to common core standards and correlated to state standards
super sandcastle is an imprint of abdo publishing company
following the scientific process this title provides instructions on
how to conduct experiments that help students gain a better
understanding of the properties of magnetism magnetism is a strange
force mysteriously attracting one object to another apparently
through empty space it has been claimed as a great healer with
magnetic therapies being proposed over the centuries and still
popular today why are its mysterious important to solve in this
very short introduction stephen j blundell explains why for
centuries magnetism has been used for various exploits through
compasses it gave us navigation and through motors generators
and turbines it has given us power blundell explores our
understanding of electricity and magnetism from the work of
galvani ampere faraday and tesla and goes on to explore how
maxwell and faraday s work led to the unification of electricity
and magnetism thought of as one of the most imaginative
developments in theoretical physics with a discussion of the
relationship between magnetism and relativity quantum magnetism
and its impact on computers and information storage blundell
shows how magnetism has changed our fundamental understanding
of the universe about the series the very short introductions
series from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect
way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors
combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to
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make interesting and challenging topics highly readable why does a
compass always point north how do migrating birds find their way
home why is earth like a giant magnet take a closer look at the
science we use every day from the moment we get up in the morning
and all through the day and night find out about the science in
your life are all metals magnetic can magnetism pass through
other materials what do compasses do read magnetic and
nonmagnetic to find out learn how people use magnets every day
and how magnets can even work in water each book in the my world
of science series explains science that you see in the world around
you and use every day curious about magnets and how they stick
together what about how they make some things move designed for
grades k 5 and to be done at home or with small groups this
interactive multi activity mini course introduces children to the
fundamentals of magnetic fields and how they occur the mini course
includes an illustrated story based lesson as well as games
activities and projects that appeal to all types of learners after
reading an illustrated story and learning core concepts about
magnetic fields children explore different magnets and their
properties through a series of experiments in which they are also
taught to graph their own data children then get up and move by
exploring their environment and reinforcing their observational
skills in a ferromagnetic scavenger hunt a make a magnet board
game included in the mini course is then used to reinforce how a
magnet works finally children learn to create their own compasses
and use them to design their own maps most materials needed to
complete the mini course can be cut from the book itself or if
preferred downloaded and printed using an included link the mini
course requires minimal additional items to complete the activities
three magnets of different strengths large shallow dish such as a
pie pan plastic cap from a milk or water jug long sewing needle
check that it is ferromagnetic at least six paper clips scotch tape
ruler or tape measure scissors pencil and blank paper for drawing
upon completing the mini course children will be provided with links
to additional online resources and will earn new concept badges
for their science tool kit included in the mini course including
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magnetism ferromagnetic magnetic moment and unpaired electron
science starters introduces younger readers to science in a
structured but lively way each title in the series explores a
different aspect of science activities and experiments designed to
make learning fun complement the scientific points outlined in the
simple introductory text explains esssential facts about magnets
and springs including magnetic fields electromagnets stretching
springs and tension with instructions for experiments using magnets
can be fun read this book to learn about how magnets work and
what you can do with them a self help guide written for anyone at
any age to understand and be able to apply to their lives once you
understand how stress can affect your life you will be able to
change the effects that your enviroment and people can have on
your surroundings after practicing the techniques and excercises in
this book you will soon be on your way to a much more stress
free life simple activities help explain magnets covering such
aspects as what things stick to magnets a magnet s ability to
work through things poles horseshoe magnets compasses and
electromagnets the reason why things stick to your fridge is
because of magnets in this book you will read about what magnets
are and why they attract the things they do the first chapter
discusses the characteristics of magnets the second chapter tells
you how magnets are made followed by the types of magnets and
their uses in the last chapter start reading today read and find
out about magnets in this colorfully illustrated nonfiction
picture book why does a magnet pick up a paper clip but not a leaf
or a penny how can the whole world be a magnet follow the step
by step instructions about how to make your own magnet and then
find out for yourself what makes a magnet this is a clear and
appealing science book for early elementary age kids both at home
and in the classroom it s a level 2 let s read and find out which
means the book explores more challenging concepts for children in
the primary grades the 100 titles in this leading nonfiction series
are hands on and visual acclaimed and trusted great for
classrooms top 10 reasons to love lrfos entertain and educate
at the same time have appealing child centered topics
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developmentally appropriate for emerging readers focused
answering questions instead of using survey approach employ
engaging picture book quality illustrations use simple charts and
graphics to improve visual literacy skills feature hands on
activities to engage young scientists meet national science
education standards written illustrated by award winning
authors illustrators vetted by an expert in the field over 130
titles in print meeting a wide range of kids scientific interests books
in this series support the common core learning standards next
generation science standards and the science technology engineering
and math stem standards let s read and find out is the winner of
the american association for the advancement of science subaru
science books films prize for outstanding science series few natural
forces seem as much like magic as magnets perhaps that s why
magnets are so fun young scientists will love learning about
amazing magnets both natural and man made they ll discover how
magnetism is harnessed to help us in many ways this stem
supportive volume contains comprehensible text and photographs
of students and scientists utilizing magnets it also includes a
simple fun concluding activity to encourage readers to use this
super science tool themselves explores the properties and uses of
materials and features simple experiments many times through deep
history earth s magnetic poles have switched places leaving our
planet s protective shield weaker and life vulnerable to
devastating solar storms the last time it happened was 780 000
years ago long before humans emerged but it won t be long until it
happens again and when it does will it send us back to the stone
age the spinning magnet is a fascinating insight into what may lie
ahead from the pivotal discoveries of victorian scientists to the
possibility of solar radiation wiping out power grids and the
secrets of electromagnetism alanna mitchell reveals the truth
behind one of the most powerful forces in the universe
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What Magnets Can Do 1995

a simple description of what magnets are and how they work

What Magnets Can Do 1995

a simple description of what magnets are and how they work

What Magnets Can Do 1995-09

for use in schools and libraries only describes the properties of
magnets shows how opposite poles attract and looks at the way
we use magnets in everyday life

Why Do Magnets Attract? Level 4
Factbook 2010-08-05

a series of twenty non fiction science readers which engages
children in the world around them what is magnetism what is a
magnetic field what are a magnet s poles you can find the answers
to these and other questions about magnets in why do magnets
attract

Magnets 2014-08-01

what happens if you put two magnets together what objects are
attracted to a magnet how strong is a magnet and how do we use
magnets in our everyday lives using items that kids can easily find
around their homes young students will get the chance to
transform into scientists and carry out step by step experiments
to answer these intriguing questions along the way children will
pick up important scientific skills as they investigate magnets make
and record observations and draw conclusions magnets includes
at least seven experiments with detailed age appropriate
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instructions great facts and background information a
conclusions section to pull all the concepts investigated in the
book together and a glossary of science words colorful dynamic
designs and images truly put the fun into fun damental experiments

Attract and Repel 2010-07-01

a colorful magnet holds a drawing to a fridge paperclips stick to
a magnet magnetic forces are at work all around you but what
exactly is a magnet and how do magnets work

Magnetism 2004

what is animal magnetism how does a compass work why do
motors need magnets investigate the attractive world of physical
science find out for yourself about magnetism through experiments
that you can do at home did you know that the magnetic north
pole is in a different place than the geographic north pole
magnetism will show you the importance of investigating and
understanding the physical world around you

Magnetism and Electricity 2019-07-15

magnets can make objects move do you know why magnets are
attracted to some things and not others learn about magnets and
electricity see science at work in the real world and use what you
learn to solve a puzzle on how best to fix a toy car includes a
note to caregivers a glossary a discover activity and career
connections as well as connections to science history

Magnetism 2019-07-15

from an early age children are often fascinated by magnets on their
refrigerator or in toys they play with however do they know how
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those magnets actually work they will after reading this volume
readers expand their knowledge of magnets as they learn how
magnets work and what magnets can be used for in everyday life
the accessible and age appropriate main text is presented alongside
extra features such as detailed sidebars informative fact boxes a
comprehensive glossary and bold full color photographs these
elements work together to create an exciting reading and learning
experience

Magnets and Electricity 2002

wow why did that happen can we do more these are the kinds of
comments teachers hear when they use exciting adventures to
introduce their students to the magic of science all the activities
are based on sound scientific principles that help youngsters
develop scientific awareness and appreciation complete lessons and
objectives are included in each book

What Does a Magnet Do? 2010

with introductory panels that encourage children to ask
questions and make predictions this series explores key science
topics this title asks what does a magnet do

A Look at Magnets 2011-06

simple text and full color photographs provide a brief
introduction to magnetism

All about Magnets 1993-05

recounts the history of the use of magnets describes what they
can do and provides suggestions for experiments using them
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Science with Magnets 1992

this lively book is packed with exciting scientific activities designed
to help young children explore the intriguing properties of
magnetism

39 Amazing Experiments with the Mega-
magnet 1999

using illustrations the book shows what kind of items a magnet
can do

Magnets 1998-09

why are cows given magnets to swallow how does a compass
work where can you see the aurora borealis the do it yourself
series offers an exciting new approach to understanding and
investigation each book helps you to conduct your own
experiments and activities and to learn more about the world
around us

Magnets 2008

whether you know it or not there are magnets hidden everywhere in
hairdryers in telephones in compasses learn about magnets will
tell you how magnets make engines work how they help you find
your way and even how magnets can be switched on and off you
can also discover how to make your own magnet out of a paper
clip or a nail and how to turn a bowl of water and needle into a
compass learn about is a series for young readers who want to
explore the exciting world of science each book covers a different
topic bringing the subject to life with vibrant photographs
drawings and diagrams which make it fun to learn scientific
principles there are also hands on projects using everyday objects
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and equipment so that young scientists can enjoy finding out the
fantastic facts for themselves

Learn about 2008

explore the fascinating field of magnetism with this interactive
picture book for young learners magnetism is all around us even
the earth is a giant magnet a world without magnets would be a
world without cell phones computers and more trusted children s
nonfiction author david a adler covers the basics of magnetism
including compasses for aspiring scientists hands on experiments are
smartly woven into the narrative want to test out the strength
of a magnet all you need is a bowl of water and some paper clips
anna raff s lively art illustrates scientific concepts clearly with
the added fun of two siblings and their dog exploring and learning
together back matter includes a glossary that defines such terms
as attraction pole electromagnetism force and more suggested
activities on how to make your own magnet are also included
finalist for the aaas subaru sb f prize for excellence in science
books

Magnets Push, Magnets Pull 2017-01-30

audisee ebooks with audio combine professional narration and text
highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience you know that
magnets hold pictures on a refrigerator but have you ever found a
magnet s north pole or turned an ordinary paper clip into a magnet
now you can explore magnetism with the fun experiments you ll find
in this book as part of the searchlight bookstm collection this
series sheds light on a key science question how does energy work
hands on experiments interesting photos and useful diagrams will
help you find the answer
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Investigating Magnetism 2017-08-01

read and experiment is an engaging series that uses fun experiments
to introduce children to analytical thinking scientific concepts
and experimental procedures through fun carefully designed
experiments it encourages children to get hands on with science
asking questions and seeking their own answers by following the
illustrated step by step instructions the title gets them familiar
with the science of magnets

Experiments with Magnets 2016-09-08

make science simple this book features easy and fun science
experiments with magnets using household items young readers can
assemble experiments at home from a cool water compass to magic
floating magnets no laboratory needed each activity includes easy
instructions with how to photos and short science explanations
use fun to introduce math and science to kids super simple says it
all aligned to common core standards and correlated to state
standards super sandcastle is an imprint of abdo publishing
company

Science Experiments with Magnets
2014-09-01

following the scientific process this title provides instructions on
how to conduct experiments that help students gain a better
understanding of the properties of magnetism

Magnets 2009-08-01

magnetism is a strange force mysteriously attracting one object
to another apparently through empty space it has been claimed as
a great healer with magnetic therapies being proposed over the
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centuries and still popular today why are its mysterious
important to solve in this very short introduction stephen j
blundell explains why for centuries magnetism has been used for
various exploits through compasses it gave us navigation and
through motors generators and turbines it has given us power
blundell explores our understanding of electricity and magnetism
from the work of galvani ampere faraday and tesla and goes on to
explore how maxwell and faraday s work led to the unification of
electricity and magnetism thought of as one of the most
imaginative developments in theoretical physics with a discussion
of the relationship between magnetism and relativity quantum
magnetism and its impact on computers and information storage
blundell shows how magnetism has changed our fundamental
understanding of the universe about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly
our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable

Why Do Magnets Attract? 2010

why does a compass always point north how do migrating birds
find their way home why is earth like a giant magnet take a closer
look at the science we use every day from the moment we get up in
the morning and all through the day and night find out about the
science in your life

Magnetism: A Very Short Introduction
2012-06-28

are all metals magnetic can magnetism pass through other
materials what do compasses do read magnetic and nonmagnetic to
find out learn how people use magnets every day and how magnets
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can even work in water each book in the my world of science series
explains science that you see in the world around you and use
every day

Forces and Magnets: Let's Investigate
2019-08-25

curious about magnets and how they stick together what about
how they make some things move designed for grades k 5 and to be
done at home or with small groups this interactive multi activity
mini course introduces children to the fundamentals of magnetic
fields and how they occur the mini course includes an illustrated
story based lesson as well as games activities and projects that
appeal to all types of learners after reading an illustrated story
and learning core concepts about magnetic fields children explore
different magnets and their properties through a series of
experiments in which they are also taught to graph their own data
children then get up and move by exploring their environment and
reinforcing their observational skills in a ferromagnetic scavenger
hunt a make a magnet board game included in the mini course is then
used to reinforce how a magnet works finally children learn to
create their own compasses and use them to design their own maps
most materials needed to complete the mini course can be cut from
the book itself or if preferred downloaded and printed using an
included link the mini course requires minimal additional items to
complete the activities three magnets of different strengths large
shallow dish such as a pie pan plastic cap from a milk or water jug
long sewing needle check that it is ferromagnetic at least six paper
clips scotch tape ruler or tape measure scissors pencil and blank
paper for drawing upon completing the mini course children will be
provided with links to additional online resources and will earn
new concept badges for their science tool kit included in the mini
course including magnetism ferromagnetic magnetic moment and
unpaired electron
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Magnets 2006

science starters introduces younger readers to science in a
structured but lively way each title in the series explores a
different aspect of science activities and experiments designed to
make learning fun complement the scientific points outlined in the
simple introductory text

Magnetic and Non-magnetic 2008

explains esssential facts about magnets and springs including
magnetic fields electromagnets stretching springs and tension with
instructions for experiments

Mighty Magnets 2015-01-26

using magnets can be fun read this book to learn about how
magnets work and what you can do with them

Magnets and Sparks 2002-08-15

a self help guide written for anyone at any age to understand and
be able to apply to their lives once you understand how stress
can affect your life you will be able to change the effects that
your enviroment and people can have on your surroundings after
practicing the techniques and excercises in this book you will soon
be on your way to a much more stress free life

Exploring Magnets and Springs 2007-12-15

simple activities help explain magnets covering such aspects as
what things stick to magnets a magnet s ability to work through
things poles horseshoe magnets compasses and electromagnets
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Fun with Magnets 2020

the reason why things stick to your fridge is because of magnets in
this book you will read about what magnets are and why they
attract the things they do the first chapter discusses the
characteristics of magnets the second chapter tells you how
magnets are made followed by the types of magnets and their uses
in the last chapter start reading today

Anyone Can Do A Year 2010-05-07

read and find out about magnets in this colorfully illustrated
nonfiction picture book why does a magnet pick up a paper clip but
not a leaf or a penny how can the whole world be a magnet
follow the step by step instructions about how to make your
own magnet and then find out for yourself what makes a magnet
this is a clear and appealing science book for early elementary age
kids both at home and in the classroom it s a level 2 let s read and
find out which means the book explores more challenging concepts
for children in the primary grades the 100 titles in this leading
nonfiction series are hands on and visual acclaimed and trusted
great for classrooms top 10 reasons to love lrfos entertain and
educate at the same time have appealing child centered topics
developmentally appropriate for emerging readers focused
answering questions instead of using survey approach employ
engaging picture book quality illustrations use simple charts and
graphics to improve visual literacy skills feature hands on
activities to engage young scientists meet national science
education standards written illustrated by award winning
authors illustrators vetted by an expert in the field over 130
titles in print meeting a wide range of kids scientific interests books
in this series support the common core learning standards next
generation science standards and the science technology engineering
and math stem standards let s read and find out is the winner of
the american association for the advancement of science subaru
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science books films prize for outstanding science series

Magnets 1995

few natural forces seem as much like magic as magnets perhaps
that s why magnets are so fun young scientists will love learning
about amazing magnets both natural and man made they ll discover
how magnetism is harnessed to help us in many ways this stem
supportive volume contains comprehensible text and photographs
of students and scientists utilizing magnets it also includes a
simple fun concluding activity to encourage readers to use this
super science tool themselves

Magnets and how to Use Them 1963

explores the properties and uses of materials and features simple
experiments

Magnets and the Things They Attract :
Characteristics and Uses of Magnets |
Physical Science Book Grade 1 | Children’s
Books on Science, Nature & How It Works
2022-12-01

many times through deep history earth s magnetic poles have
switched places leaving our planet s protective shield weaker and
life vulnerable to devastating solar storms the last time it
happened was 780 000 years ago long before humans emerged but
it won t be long until it happens again and when it does will it send
us back to the stone age the spinning magnet is a fascinating insight
into what may lie ahead from the pivotal discoveries of victorian
scientists to the possibility of solar radiation wiping out power
grids and the secrets of electromagnetism alanna mitchell reveals
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the truth behind one of the most powerful forces in the universe

What Makes a Magnet? 2016-02-02

Using Magnets 2017-07-15

Does it Attract? 2009

The Spinning Magnet 2018-06-07
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